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Abstract
Sprite halos exhibit a brief descending diffuse glow in the shape of a pancake with
diameters up to ∼80 km and near ∼75 km altitude. Sprite halos are diffuse optical
phenomenon observed at high altitudes in Earth’s atmosphere that is produced
by intense cloud-to-ground lightning discharges in the underlying thunderstorms.
Often times, sprite halos may also develop into sprite streamers, highly-structured
filaments with diameters up to hundreds of meters in the altitude range of ∼40
km to ∼90 km. Extensive video observations and modeling studies have been
directed towards the topic of sprite halos and sprite streamers over the past two
decades. A recent study has suggested that the pre-existing plasma irregularities
in the D-region of ionosphere play a vital role in sprite streamer initiation, which,
in an agreement with up-to-date experimental conclusions, might challenge former
sprite streamer initiation theory that sprite streamers are initiated as a result of
the sharpening and collapse of the screening ionization wave associated with sprite
halos. This thesis demonstrates that what was considered as a primary sprite
streamer initiation in former modeling studies would actually be a manifestation of
a numerical instability.
In order to accomplish the purpose of this thesis, we construct a two-dimensional
plasma fluid model, capable of numerically modeling the developmental stages of
sprite halo events. The model is designed with the flexibilities of altering essential
parameters and thus allowing a better comparison of model results with observations.
Next, a parametric study is conducted for model validation purposes. Comparisons
and analyses are made for different model cases of charge moment changes of
various magnitudes, as well as lightning waveform with different parameters of
impulsiveness. The charge moment change is an important quantitive parameter
in the present study that is defined as the amount of charge transferred by cloudto-ground lightning times the altitude from which it was removed. Consistency
of our modeling results with previous modeling studies and video observations is
demonstrated. A literature review on polarity asymmetry of sprites and relative
discussions are also included.
iii

Our simulation results indicate that the numerical instabilities, identified as
regions with electron densities at least 10 times higher than that of surrounding
areas, show great dependencies on the spatial resolution of a numerical scheme.
These instabilities always emerge at a relatively fixed location for different charge
moment changes and morphologically relate to the polarity of lightning current
moment. Finally, a quantitive criterion is proposed to identify and detect the
appearance of such instabilities by monitoring the increase of the spatial gradient
of electrons within the simulation domain. We introduce a minimum “e-folding”
parameter, m0 , which measures the steepest spatial gradient between adjacent grids
within the simulation domain. We conclude that when the minimum “e-folding”
parameter drops to half of the spatial resolution, due to spatial discretizations
failing to correctly resolve such a steep spatial gradient, numerical instabilities
develop. In practical calculation, such instabilities become apparent when m0 drops
to ∼0.4 times smaller than the spatial resolution. After that, the results obtained
should be considered as containing incorrect numerical artifacts.
In the end, a summary of the work in this thesis as well as suggestions on
possible future research topics are presented.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
This chapter consists of three parts. The first one is devoted to discussion of
the historical background, or the early stages where the pioneer observations and
studies of sprites were made. This part also defines important terms and concepts
necessary for understanding the model and results proposed in this thesis. The
second part formulates the scientific questions and goals of our project. The last
part discusses the overall arrangement of the content of this thesis and provides a
summary of major scientific contributions of our work.

1.1 Historical Background on Sprite Research
In this section, the phenomenology, terminology and physical mechanisms in sprite
research are chronologically reviewed and discussed.

1.1.1 Phenomenology of Sprites
The possibility of large-scale gas discharge events above thunderstorms, currently
known as sprite phenomenon, was proposed, by Wilson [1925], the Nobel Prize
Winner. He first recognized that the relation between the thundercloud electric
field which decreases with altitude r as ∼ r−3 and the conventional breakdown field
which falls more rapidly (being proportional to the exponentially decreasing gas
density) leads to the result that “there will be a height above which the electric force
due to the cloud exceeds the sparking limit” (the effect illustrated in Figure 1.1).
Despite eyewitness reports of transient luminous events above thunderstorms being
recorded for more than a century, there was not an image of those events captured
1

until in 1989, one serendipitously coming from a test of a low-light television
camera [Franz et al., 1990]. Afterwards, extensive attention and interest have been
developed to large-scale luminous events above thunderstorms. As a result, many
observations were reported from relative campaigns all over the world [e.g., Lyons,
1996; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 2000; van der Velde et al., 2006; Matsudo et al., 2007;
Chen et al., 2008].

Figure 1.1. Physical mechanism of sprites [Wilson, 1925]: “While the electric force due
to the thundercloud falls off rapidly as r increases, the electric force required to causing
sparking (which for a given composition of the air is proportional to its density) falls off
still more rapidly. Thus, if the electric moment of a cloud is not too small, there will
be a height above which the electric force due to the cloud exceeds the sparking limit.”
(adapted from [Pasko, 2003, Figure 2]).

The term “sprite”, first introduced by Sentman et al. [1995], was to reflect
the fleeting nature of the high-altitude optical phenomena in the mesosphere
and, nevertheless, not to suggest a physical mechanism. Later on, Lyons [1996]
2

introduced the name of transient luminous events, or TLEs, covering a broad range
of optical phenomena from the tops of thunderstorms to the lower atmosphere.

100
Elve

Altitude (km)

Ionosphere

Gigantic jet

Sprite

50
Stratosphere

Blue jet

Cloud-to-ground lightning

0
100
Distance (km)

200

Figure 1.2. Schematic of lightning-associated transient luminous events [Pasko, 2003].

Transient luminous events known currently include: “halos”, brief descending
diffuse glows in the shape a pancake with lateral extent ∼40-80 km near the altitude
of ∼80 km, often (yet not always) observed preceding the more structured sprites
[Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001]; “sprites”, developing at the lower ionosphere, ∼80
km, rapidly moving downwards to as low as an altitude of ∼40 km, with a speed
up to 10,000 km/s [e.g., Sentman et al., 1995; Lyons, 1996; Stanley et al., 1999;
Gerken et al., 2000]; “elves” [e.g., Inan et al., 1991; Boeck et al., 1992; Fukunishi
et al., 1996]; “blue-jets” [e.g., Wescott et al., 1995; Boeck et al., 1995]; and “gigantic
jets” [e.g., Pasko and Stenbaek-Nielsen, 2002; Su et al., 2003] (some of these events
are illustrated in Figure 1.2).
The name of “sprite” is widely accepted by the atmospheric and space electricity
community for “sprite-halo events”, including a sprite halo, a brief descending
diffuse glow at higher altitudes, and sprite streamers, fine-structured filaments at
lower altitudes [e.g., Cummer et al., 2006; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008;
Pasko, 2010; Qin et al., 2011, 2012a,b,c, 2013].
3

1.1.2 Physical Mechanism
Sprites
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Figure 1.3. Illustration of the mechanism of penetration of large quasi-static thundercloud electric fields to mesospheric altitudes, leading to electron hearing, breakdown
ionization, and excitation of optical emissions [Pasko et al., 1997].

Figure 1.3, originally presented by Pasko et al. [1997], illustrates the penetrating mechanism of electric fields from thundercloud to higher-altitudes. As the
thundercloud charges slowly build up before a lightning discharge, hight altitude
regions are shielded from the quasi-electrostatic fields of the thundercloud charges
by the space charge induced in the conducting atmosphere at the lower altitudes.
The appearance of this shielding charge is a consequence of the finite vertical
conductivity gradient of the atmosphere above the thundercloud. When one of
the thundercloud charges (e.g., the positive one as shown in Figure 1.3) is quickly
removed by a lightning discharge, the remaining shielding charges of opposite sign
above the thundercloud produce a large quasi-electrostatic field that appears at all
altitudes above the thundercloud, and endures for a time equal to approximately
(see related discussion in [Pasko et al., 1997]) the local relaxation time (τσ = ε0 /σ ,
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and σ is the local conductivity) at each
altitude. These temporarily existing electric fields lead to the heating of ambient
electrons and the generation of ionization changes and optical emissions known as
sprite-halo phenomena.
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Figure 1.4. Time dynamics of the vertical component of the electric field at selected
altitudes directly above a positive cloud to ground lightning discharge [Pasko et al., 1999].

Figure 1.4, adapted from Pasko et al. [1999], shows scenario discussed above by
model calculations of the vertical component of the electric field at altitudes of 50,
60, 70 and 80 km directly above a positive lightning discharge removing 200 C of
charge from altitude 10 km in 1 ms [Pasko et al., 1997]. During a very transient
time period ∼1 ms, mostly defined by atmospheric conductivity profile, the electric
field can reach values on the order of the critical breakdown threshold field Ek at
mesospheric/lower ionospheric altitudes. The quasi-static approximation employed
here is valid for relatively slow source variations with time scales >0.5 ms [Pasko
et al., 1999].
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Barrington-Leigh et al. [2001] identified that sprite halos were purely from
quasi-electrostatic fields induced by cloud-to-ground lightning discharges (CGs).
Qin et al. [2011] further indicated that a sprite halo was a large-scale response of the
lower ionosphere, as a multiple-avalanche system, to the quasi-static electric field
due to charge removal by a lightning discharge from a thundercloud. The diffuse
glow of a sprite halo is an optical manifestation of the large-scale conductivity
enhancement by electron impact ionization during the transient process of dielectric
relaxation of the lightning-induced electric field. The descent of a sprite halo is
because of the lowering of the thin altitude region of large reduced electric field
E/N during the charge removal process of the causative lightning discharge [Qin
et al., 2014].

1.1.3 Video Observations
Since the conventional breakdown theory of sprites was proposed by Pasko et al.
[1997, 1998], video observations have been drawing extensive attention with cameras
of better spatial and temporal resolution, revealing more spatiotemporal details of
sprite events, rather than previous low-light television ones. Primarily, sprite events
have been recorded and investigated with 17 ms time resolution CCD cameras and
with 1 µs time resolution (1-16 pixel) photometers, giving either good spatial or
temporal resolution [Moudry et al., 2003]. Images from the first high-speed (0.3-1
ms time resolution) camera observations of sprite events were published by Stanley
et al. [1999] and Barrington-Leigh et al. [2001], respectively.

Figure 1.5. Examples of unstructured halos. Events are, from left to right, at 04:38:42,
05:02:05, 06:15:07 and 06:32:07 UT on August 18, 1999. The bottom edge of the second
halo is at the same elevation angle as an intervening cloud closer to the observing site,
visible as a dark band. A sprite streamer is visible in the third halo [Moudry et al., 2003].
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Figure 1.6. Examples of structured halos. From left to right, events occurred at 04:36:09,
04:41:10, 05:24:22 and 06:32:07 UT on August 18, 1999. Top row shows the entire image
of the four halos. The region indicated by a square in each field is expanded directly
below it, in the bottom row [Moudry et al., 2003].

On August 18th, 1999, 23 images of halos were captured by a high-speed imager
[Moudry et al., 2003]. According to data from the National Lightning Detection
Network (NLDN), as determined by spatial proximity and less than 1 s temporal
precedence, twenty of them were directly related to parent cloud-to-ground lightning
discharge (CGs). The rest of them could still be potentially from CGs, as not all
+CGs being stored by the NLDN, not those of complex forms in particular (as
detailed in [Moudry et al., 2003]).
Figure 1.5 shows snapshots from four unstructured halos, the ones with no
detectable structures and varying smoothly in space, representing nearly half of
the 23 halos imaged. The third image has an arrow in it, indicating a visible origin
of a sprite streamer as a thin vertical line [Moudry et al., 2003]. The simulations of
halos in this thesis are referring to unstructured halo simulations.
Halos shown on Figure 1.6 make the other category of halo classification, which,
in comparison to the ones shown on Figure 1.5, are structured to some extent.
For example, the first halo in Figure 1.6 has a lobe (a large-scale structure) to
the left of, and separate from, the main portion of the halo; the second halo has
some structure on its left side but is otherwise rather uniform (also a large-scale
structure); the third image shows the most structured halo with “fine structures”
7

developing inside, yet still keeping a “pancake” like outline; the fourth halo in
Figure 1.6 shows a complicated image with both a sprite halo and sprite streamers
[Moudry et al., 2003].

1.2 Project Purpose
This section is to clarify the goal and purpose of our work presented in this thesis.
Generally speaking, they are (a) implementation and validation of a two-dimensional
plasma fluid model, (b) analyses on halo generations associated with various charge
moment change cases, (c) analyses on the characteristics of numerical instabilities
observed in the simulation process, and (d) development of a quantitive criterion
detecting such instabilities.

1.2.1 Halo Production due to Different Lightning Polarities
There were at once some confusions in terms of optical observations between
halos [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001] and elves [Inan et al., 1996], because of their
morphological similarities. Now, it is widely accepted that halos, as stated in
Section 1.1.2, are the responses of the lower ionosphere to the quasi-static electric
field due to charge removal by a lightning discharge from thunderclouds [Qin et al.,
2013]. The halos do not exhibit significant polarity asymmetry with respect to
causative lightning discharge [Barrington-Leigh et al., 1999], in agreement with
some early and more recent numerical modeling studies [e.g., Pasko et al., 1997,
1998; Asano et al., 2008, 2009].
Newsome and Inan [2010] showed that halos, generated by +CGs and -CGs, for
a given lightning current, occur with almost the same frequency, contrary to reports
for overwater halos by Frey et al. [2007], who found almost all events associated
with -CGs. Overland halos observed by Bering et al. [2004] in two storms have
more than 60 % of events associated with +CGs.
Panels (a), (b) and (c) in Figure 1.7 illustrate the statistics for halo-inducing
CGs and identified occurrence of halos. More specifically, Figure 1.7 (a) stands for
the counts of CGs detections reported by NLDN; Figure 1.7 (b) shows that halos
are associated in almost even numbers with CGs of both polarities; Figure 1.7 (c)
suggests an empirical threshold of 50 kA for both polarities and that no substantial
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Figure 1.7. Histograms of NLDN-dentified peak currents (a) for CGs and (b) for CGs
that produced PIPER-identified halos. (c) The ratio of halo-producing CG counts to
total CG counts (expressed as a percent, blue dots), giving an empirical idea of how often
a CG of a particular peak current produced a halo. The halo-producing CG counts are
also plotted (green line) to give an idea of how statistically significant the sample of each
peak current bin is [Newsome and Inan, 2010].

preference found in favor to either polarity for halo production [Newsome and Inan,
2010].

1.2.2 Problem Formulation
The developmental stages of sprite halos are closely related to the inception of
sprite streamers. This inception was interpreted by Luque and Ebert [2009] in
9

their modeling study as a result of the sharpening and collapse of the screening
ionization wave associated with sprite halos when the lightning charge moment
change was 1300 C km (see Figure 1.8). In a parametric study carried out by
da Silva and Sabbas [2013], the collapse of the ionization wave was considered as the
“seed” and the key physical mechanism that leads to sprite inception at mesospheric
altitudes (see Figure 1.9). The seed was then justified to be considered as the
plasma patch (or plasma inhomogeneity) which played a role of accelerating the
process of streamer initiation when the reduced electric field did not persist long
enough. In addition, electrons with higher mobility and higher effective ionization
frequency contribute more to the formation of the streamer seed after the collapse,
facilitating sprite streamer inception. Recent modeling studies [Qin et al., 2014]
tend to suggest, however, that the presence of plasma irregularities is a necessary
condition for the initiation of sprite streamers, and that large charge moment change
alone is not a sufficient condition for the sprite streamer initiation. This suggestion
is in a good agreement with recent experimental findings [Lang et al., 2011]. As a
result, what was believed to be a primary sprite streamer initiation by Luque and
Ebert [2009], as shown on Figure 4.1, might be essentially a numerical instability
that occurred when the numerical scheme employed became inappropriate in a
particular condition.
In practical calculations, one might often presume that numerical instability
does not make so much of a severe problem. However, every numerical computation
has, in fact, the potential suffering numerical instability, and it is a pervasive
problem with a visible impact to the results one gets from calculation. Without
being properly identified during the simulation process, the numerical instability
may lead to some unphysical conclusions [Potter, 1973; Durran, 1999; Kalnay, 2003].
Therefore, development of a criterion, which is capable of detecting the appearance
of a numerical instability, becomes important.

1.2.3 Summary
The main parts presented in this thesis are: implementation and validation of a twodimensional plasma fluid model, investigation and analyses on the characteristics
of numerical instabilities, and development of a criterion to automatically detect
the appearance of such instabilities. To be more specific, this thesis addresses the
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Figure 1.8. The simulated electron density develops from a sprite halo into primary
sprite streamer. The electron density ne on a logarithmic scale at times 2.75, 3.50 and
4.42 ms, while a positive lightning stroke creates a charge moment at a rate of 300 C km
ms−1 . The relaxation-ionization wave becomes sharper, and a sprite streamer emerges
right above the thundercloud charge. Secondary ionization waves emerge above the main
one, but they remain almost motionless [Luque and Ebert, 2009].

Figure 1.9. Spatial distribution of the logarithmic electron density, with ne in m−3 , at
the instant of streamer inception (t = 4.4 ms) [da Silva and Sabbas, 2013].
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following topics:
1. Development of a two-dimensional plasma fluid model, which allows the
flexibilities of altering essential parameters, so as to obtain the best comparisons of
model results with observations. For example, employing various ambient electron
and ion density profiles or the lightning current waveforms;
2. Validation of the two-dimensional plasma fluid model. A brief parametric
study for the model is conducted with the emphases on the halo simulations
associated with charge moment changes of different magnitudes and lightning
current waveforms of different impulsiveness. A literature review on “polarity
asymmetry on sprites” and related discussion are included as well;
3. Analyses on numerical instabilities is conducted from the perspective of their
dependencies on the spatial resolution of a numerical scheme, on the magnitude of
charge moment changes and on the polarity of lightning current moments;
4. Development of a quantitive criterion for automatically identifying and
detecting the appearance of such numerical instabilities.

1.3 Thesis Components
In Chapter 1, a brief review of historical background including the phenomenology,
the general physical mechanism of sprites, as well as a few video observations are
introduced. We then clarify the purpose and goals of our project. Finally, scientific
contributions that our work manages to make are summarized.
Chapter 2 discusses the model formulation. A two-dimensional plasma fluid
model is introduced in detail and implemented, followed by reviewing the ambient
electron and ion density profiles as well as the lighting current waveforms used in
our simulation. Finally, we discuss optical emissions associated with sprite-halo
events.
In Chapter 3, by utilizing our two-dimensional plasma fluid model introduced
in Chapter 2, we model the developmental stages of sprite halo events. Then,
we investigate relative parameters with the emphases on the halo simulations
associated with charge moment changes of different magnitudes and lightning
current waveforms of different impulsiveness. A literature review on “polarity
asymmetry on sprites” and related discussion are included.
In Chapter 4, we focus discussion on the numerical instabilities occurring
12

during simulations of halos. A few comparisons are made among sprite halo
simulations associated with different spatial resolutions, with charge moment
changes of different magnitudes and with lightning current waveforms of opposite
polarities. Then a quantitive criterion is proposed to identify and detect the
appearance of the numerical instabilities. Finally, we discuss the results obtained
and make conclusions.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results of our work. Also, based on our existing
experience in sprite halo studies, a few suggestions are made for future research.

1.4 Scientific Contributions
The principal results and contributions, as presented in this thesis, can be summarized as follows:
1. Development of a two-dimensional plasma fluid model, which is capable of
calculating multiple physical parameters related to sprite halo simulations, e.g.,
electron density ne , reduced electric field E/Ek , optical emissions from the first
3
3
(B 3 Πg → A3 Σ+
u ) and second (C Πu → B Πg ) positive bands of N2 , and first
2 +
2 +
negative bands of N+
2 (B Σu → X Σg ).
2. Review of the sprite halo simulations associated with charge moment changes
of different magnitudes and lightning current waveforms of different impulsiveness.
Development of understanding of similarities and differences caused by lightning
current moments of opposite polarities.
3. Analyses on characteristics of numerical instabilities occurring during modeling of sprite halo events, their dependencies on the spatial resolution of a numerical
scheme, on the magnitude of charge moment changes and on the polarity of lightning current moments. Also, development of a quantitive criterion for effective
detections of such numerical instabilities.
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Chapter 2 |
Model Formulation
This chapter introduces a two-dimensional plasma fluid model, capable of simulating
the dynamics of sprite halos. Fundamental formations employed for modeling, such
as ambient electron and ion density profiles, lightning current waveforms and optical
emissions associated with halos, will also be discussed.

2.1 Plasma Fluid Model
Sprites are weakly-ionized plasmas that can be numerically simulated using a
quasi-static electric field model previously introduced by Pasko et al. [1995, 1996,
1997]. Note that a similar model had been commonly used to simulate the dynamics
of streamer discharges [e.g., Dhali and Williams, 1987; Vitello et al., 1994]. In the
model developed for the present study, we include the following chemical reactions:
e + N2 → 2e + N+
2

(2.1)

e + O2 → 2e + O+
2

(2.2)

e + O2 → O + O−

(2.3)

Reactions 2.1 and 2.2 are the productions of electrons via electron impact ionization
of N2 and O2 molecules. Reaction 2.3 is the loss of electrons due to dissociative
attachment to molecular oxygen. Note that this model may not be able to accurately
simulate the sprite dynamics during tens to hundreds of milliseconds, as it ignores
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many reactions that are important on long timescales [Sentman et al., 2008; GordilloVazquez, 2008]. Nevertheless, on a 8 ms timescale, used in most of our simulations,
the modeling results can reproduce the main chemical reactions in sprites. We
ignored other slow chemical reactions, such as two-body detachment, three-body
detachment, electron-ion and ion-ion recombination and photoionization effects,
which are not important on a 8 ms timescale in sprite halo simulations [e.g.,
Gordillo-Vazquez, 2008; Sentman et al., 2008; Liu, 2012]. We note that this 8 ms
timescale is long enough to study the properties of halo dynamics, and to account
for essential characteristics and major factors which the numerical instabilities
depend on, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2 and to be discussed in Chapter 4.
Charged species, in our simulation model, are categorized as electrons, ambient
positive and negative ions, among which the ambient positive and negative ions
contribute to the total conductivity only by drift motion since we assume that they
are not involved in any chemical reactions as reactants. The O− ions produced
via Reaction 2.3 are considered as part of ambient negative ion population. Since
the weakly-ionized plasmas are considered as fluids, the motion of charged species
can be simulated by solving the drift-diffusion equations coupled with Poisson’s
equation, an approach similar to the one employed by Luque and Ebert [2009]:
∂ne
+ ∇ · (ne v~e − De ∇ne ) = (νi − νa )ne
∂t

(2.4)

∂np
+ ∇ · np v~p = νi ne
∂t

(2.5)

∂nn
+ ∇ · nn v~n = νa ne
∂t

(2.6)

∇2 φ = −

qe
(np − ne − nn )
ε0

(2.7)

where ne , np , and nn are, respectively, the electron, positive ion, and negative ion
densities, with initial values equal to the ambient electron, ambient positive ion,
ambient negative ion densities in the lower ionosphere, respectively. The quantities
v~e , v~p , v~n are, respectively, the drift velocity of electrons, positive ions and negative
ions. The quantity φ is the electric potential, and ε0 is the permittivity of free
~ where E=−∇φ
~
space. The electron drift velocity is defined as v~e =−µe E,
is the
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electric field, and the drift of ions is incorporated assuming the mobility of both ion
species as a function of altitude µi ' 2.3 N0 /N cm2 /V/s [Davies, 1983], where N is
air density at the altitude of interest and N0 ' 2.668 × 1025 m−3 is a reference value
of air density at the ground level. The electron mobility µe , diffusion coefficient De ,
the ionization νi and two-body attachment νa frequencies are defined as functions
of the reduced electric field E/N using formulations of Morrow and Lowke [1997].
For computational efficiency, a first order donor cell scheme is used [Dhali and
Williams, 1987].

Lower ionosphere
Top altitude = 90 km

Simulation domain of sprite halos
Spatial resolution :

Source charge Q
in thunderstorm

225.0 m (401 X401 Points)
or 112.5 m (801 X801 Points)
10 km
Ground

Radius = 90 km

Figure 2.1. Simulation domain employed for the studies of sprite halos, which primarily
uses a numerically cylindrical (r, z) grid system with 401 × 401 points corresponding to
a resolution of ∆z=∆r=225 m, or a grid system with 801 × 801 points corresponding to
a resolution of ∆z=∆r=112.5 m (see related discussion in Chapter 4).

Based on the discussion above, a two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric code,
capable of analyzing both spatial features and temporal evolution of sprite halo
during a time period of 8 ms, has been developed. The simulation domain extends
from the ground (0 km) to 90 km, and has a radius of also 90 km, which primarily
is discretized using a numerically cylindrical (r, z) grid system with 401 × 401
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points corresponding to a resolution of ∆z=∆r=225 m. Nonetheless, another grid
system of discretization, with 801 × 801 points corresponding to a resolution of
∆z=∆r=112.5 m, is also applied and discussed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 we
analyze the numerical instability as a function of spatial resolution. Diagram of the
simulation domain is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The perfectly conducting boundary
condition is used for all the boundaries in the model for halo simulations.
The source charge Q provided by the thunderstorm, in our model, is assumed
to have a Gaussian distribution with a radius of 3 km and position at altitude
hQ =10 km. For each charge moment change (QhQ ), we calculate the electric field
by solving Poisson’s equation in the simulation domain. The space charge field of
the sprite halo is obtained by solving Poisson’s equation, and the total field in the
simulation domain is obtained by summing the space charge field with the applied
electric field for a given QhQ .
For future reference, definitions of several fundamental parameters used in our
studies are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.2 Ambient Electron and Ion Density Profiles
In the plasma fluid modeling of sprites, the ambient electrons, ambient positive and
negative ions in the lower ionosphere are taken into account by assuming an ambient
electron profile and an ambient ion density profile. Once lightning discharges occur,
these ambient electrons (e.g., produced by photoionization due to sunlight or by
cosmic radiation) in the lower ionosphere serve as the seed electrons from which
electron avalanches are initiated and then develop into sprite halos and potentially
sprite streamers.
The model ambient electron density ne at altitude h is chosen to be in the
standard form [Wait and Spies, 1964]:
0

0

ne = ne0 e−0.15h e(β−0.15)(h−h )

(2.8)

where ne0 =1.43 × 1013 m−3 , and β [km−1 ] and h0 [km] are given parameters
describing sharpness and reference altitude, respectively. We note that variation
of parameter h0 allows vertical shifting of the electron density and conductivity
profiles.
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Table 2.1. Important parameters used in the present work.

Symbol
±CG
QhQ

τl
Ek

νi , νa
µe
µi
Ik
r0

h0

m0

Definition
Lightning discharges that transfer positive/negative charge from
cloud to ground.
Charge moment change defined as the amount of charge Q transferred to ground times the altitude hQ from which the charge was
removed.
Duration of lightning discharge (in most of the present work
assumed to be 1 ms).
The minimum electric field required for electrical breakdown,
defined by the equality of ionization and dissociative attachment
frequencies in air.
ionization and two-body attachment frequencies, defined as functions of the reduced electric field E/N .
Mobility of electrons.
Mobility of positive and negative ions, '2.3 N0 /N cm2 /V/s.
The intensity of each optical emission in Rayleighs.
The “e-folding” length scale in radial direction, defined as the
reciprocal of the spatial gradient of logarithmic electron density
in radial direction.
The “e-folding” length scale in vertical direction, defined as the
reciprocal of the spatial gradient of logarithmic electron density
in vertical direction.
The minimum “e-folding” length scale across the vertical direction
and radial direction within the entire simulation domain.

Typical nighttime values of h0 is 85 km and β is 0.5 km−1 [Han and Cummer,
2010].
Early rocket measurements in the D-region of the ionosphere show ion density
between 75 and 85 km of about 109 m−3 near midday, about 108 m−3 near midnight,
with a decay of from about 4 × 108 to 108 m−3 through sunset and a threefold
increase at sunrise [Narcisi, 1973]. Later rocket measurements indicate the profiles
of ion conductivity σi at sprite initiation altitudes (∼65-85 km) that vary from
an exponential increase, slow increase, to almost constant values with small scale
fluctuations [Holzworth et al., 1985; Croskey et al., 1990; Hale, 1994]. Holzworth
et al. [1985] found that the value of σi directly over a thunderstorm above the
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eastern seaboard of Virginia on August 9, 1981 increased with an exponential
scale height 11.1 km above 40 km and was on the order of 10−10 S/m around 70
km. Croskey et al. [1990] observed that the equatorial nighttime conductivity on
March 9, 1983 had a constant value of 4 × 10−11 S/m below about 75 km, and the
mid-latitude conductivities on other three days slowly increased from about 7 ×
10−11 to 4 × 10−10 S/m in the altitude range 50-75 km. Similar profiles were also
indicated by Hale [1994].
We assume that the positive ion density np equals the electron density ne at
high altitudes, where electron density is higher than 108 m−3 , and is 108 m−3 at
low altitudes, e.g., Narcisi [1973]. Negative ion density is then calculated based on
charge neutrality.

2.3 Lightning Current Waveform
3000

600

t0=25 μs
t0=10 μs
Qh Q= 600 C km
Qh Q= 600 C km

400

Q

Q

Qh (C km)

Ih (kA km)

2000

1000

t =25 μs

200

0

t0=10 μs
0
0

0.5

1.0

Time (ms)

1.5

2.0

0
2.5

Figure 2.2. A lightning discharge associated with QhQ =600 C km, respectively, for,
t0 =25 µs (solid); t0 =10 µs (dashed).

There are mainly two types of lightning current waveforms used, such that
the thundercloud charge can be removed either linearly or non-linearly over time.
For both models, the duration of lightning discharge is assumed to be 1 ms,
corresponding to a typical lightning discharge [Pasko et al., 1997].
The non-linear charge removal process is realized by a lightning current waveform
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model, originally proposed by Cho and Rycroft [1998]:
QhQ
IhQ (t) =
12t0

! "
t
exp −
t0

t
t0

! 12 #
+ IhQ0

(2.9)

where the shape of the return stroke pulse can be controlled by adjusting the
impulsiveness factor t0 . IhQ0 represents the continuing lightning current. A value
of t0 =25 µs, shown to represent typical +CGs [Cho and Rycroft, 1998], is used
in most of the simulations, and a smaller t0 leads to a more impulsive current
waveform (see Figure 2.2). Note that for t0 =25 µs, the peak density of current
moment IhQpeak appears at t=4t0 =0.1 ms, and IhQ (t=40t0 =1 ms) = 0.13IhQpeak
(i.e., the duration of the lightning current corresponding to t0 =25 µs is ∼1.0 ms).
Similarly, the duration of the lightning current corresponding to t0 =10 µs is ∼0.4
ms.
The linear charge removal process, on the other hand, employs a constant
lightning current within the duration, over which a given charge moment change
can be completed in 1 ms, corresponding to a typical lightning discharge [Pasko
et al., 1997]:

IhQ (t) =




QhQ
1×10−3

0 ≤ t ≤ 1 ms

0

(2.10)

t > 1 ms

2.4 Optical Emissions Associated with Halo Events
For calculation of optical emissions, we use a model similar to that documented by
Pasko et al. [1997]. The intensity of each optical emission in Rayleighs is given by
the expression [Chamberlain, 1978, p. 213]:
−6

Z

Ik = 10

Ak nk dl

(2.11)

L0

where nk (1/cm3 ) is the number density of excited particles in state k, Ak (1/s) is
the radiation transition rate, and the integral is taken along L0 (cm), representing
the horizontal line of sight. Our calculations in this dissertation, do not take into
account the effects of radiative transfer between the source of the emission and the
observer.
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The quantity nk is governed by the relation [Sipler and Biondi, 1972]:
∂nk
nk X
=− +
nm Am + νk ne
∂t
τk
m

(2.12)

where τk = (Ak + α1 NN2 + α2 NO2 )−1 is the total lifetime of state k, α1 and α2 are
the quenching rates due to collisions with N2 and O2 molecules, respectively, NN2
and NO2 are the number densities of N2 and O2 molecules respectively, and the
summation over the terms nm Am represents increases in nk resulting from cascading
from higher-energy states.

Figure 2.3. The optical excitation coefficients νk , are shown as a function of the reduced
electric field in air (adapted from Figure 1c in [Liu and Pasko, 2004]).

In the simulations we calculate optical emissions from the first (B 3 Πg → A3 Σ+
u)
3
3
and second (C Πu → B Πg ) positive bands of N2 , and first negative bands of
2 +
2 +
N+
2 (B Σu → X Σg ), which have been documented in sprites [Mende et al., 1995;
Hampton et al., 1996; Armstrong et al., 1998, 2000; Morrill et al., 2002; Bucsela
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et al., 2003]. The optical emissions from the first and second positive bands of
5
N2 , and the first negative bands of N+
2 have the transition rates Ak = 1.7 × 10
1/s, 2 × 107 1/s and 1.4 × 107 1/s, respectively [Vallance-Jones, 1974, p. 199].
+
Quenching of the B 3 Πg state of N2 and B 2 Σ+
u state of N2 occurs primarily through
collisions with N2 , with α1 =10−11 cm3 /s and α1 =4 ×10−10 cm3 /s, respectively
[Vallance-Jones, 1974, p. 199]. Quenching of the C 3 Πu state of N2 occurs primarily
through collisions with O2 molecules with α2 =3 × 10−10 cm3 /s [Vallance-Jones,
1974, p. 199]. We use updated optical excitation coefficients νk as a function of
the reduced electric field in air (see Figure 2.3) [Pasko et al., 1999; Pasko and
Stenbaek-Nielsen, 2002; Liu and Pasko, 2004].
The model calculates the full time dynamics of optical emissions with the steady
state assumption, which, in terms of equation 2.12, means that, without accounting
for the cascading effects, at every moment of time nk /τk = νk ne . The steady state
assumption is justified for streamers developing at air pressures corresponding to
sprite altitudes. The equations 2.12 describing optical emissions are solved using a
first-order finite difference method.
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Chapter 3 |
Production Mechanism of Sprite
Halo
Halos were discovered after sprites streamers and elves. Their diffuse emission is
closely associated with electron impact excitation [Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001;
Moudry et al., 2003; Adachi et al., 2006]. It is considered that the occurrence
frequency of a halo is higher than that of streamers since the criterion of a halo is
less strict as the former only need an impact excitation of ∼7 eV and the latter
needs electron avalanches (threshold energy of ∼15 eV) Hiraki [2010].
In this chapter, a parametric study of sprite halos will be conducted with
the emphases on halo productions due to charge moment changes of different
magnitudes and lightning waveforms with different impulsiveness. A literature
review on “polarity asymmetry of sprites” and related discussion will also be
included.

3.1 Model Validation
In this section, the two-dimensional plasma fluid model introduced in previous
chapter, Chapter 2, will be tested and validated. Halo production associated
with charge moment changes of various magnitudes, and with lightning current
of different impulsiveness will be investigated and discussed. Comparisons of our
simulation results with the ones presented by Qin et al. [2013] will be made to show
an excellent consistency.
As introduced in Section 2.2, an ambient electron profile has the reference
altitude h0 and sharpness parameter β equal to, respectively, 85 km and 0.5 km−1 .
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This setup is referred as “the typical nighttime conditions” [Han and Cummer, 2010].
Unless specified otherwise, this ambient electron profile in the typical nighttime
conditions will be employed in our simulations. The initial ambient ion density
profile is determined as in [Narcisi, 1973]: the positive ion density, np , is assumed
to be equal to electron density at high altitudes, where electron density is higher
than 108 m−3 , while at the corresponding lower altitudes it is considered equal to
108 m−3 ; the ambient negative ion density nn is then determined based on charge
neutrality.
Lightning current waveform, as introduced in Section 2.3 and reviewed here
by equation 3.1, will be adapted into our simulation model. Only the impulsive
lightning waveforms will be investigated in the following section, Section 3.1.1,
meaning no continuing current involved, or IhQ0 =0. In the later section, Section
3.1.2, the impulsiveness consideration is examined by adjusting the impulsiveness
factor, t0 . More specifically, the duration of the lightning current corresponding to
t0 =25 µs is ∼1.0 ms. Similarly, the duration of the lightning current corresponding
to t0 =10 µs is ∼0.4 ms (see Figure 2.2 and discussion in Section 2.3).
QhQ
IhQ (t) =
12t0

! "
t
exp −
t0

t
t0

! 12 #
+ IhQ0

(3.1)

3.1.1 Modeling of Halo Events Associated with Charge Moment
Changes of Various Magitudes
It has been shown that the amplitude of the reduced electric field is strongly
influenced by the charge moment change [Hiraki, 2010]. So we first investigated
the reduced electric field of model halos associated with charge moment changes of
400 C km, 600 C km, 700 C km and 800 C km. The current waveforms used for
these four cases have the impulsiveness factors 25 µs, corresponding to a lightning
discharge of 1 ms, as discussed in Section 2.3. It can be concluded from Figure
3.1 that, first of all, higher charge moment change leads to a higher peak value
of reduced electric field, thus a brighter halo. For example, the peak value of the
reduced electric field for a charge moment change of 800 C km exceeds the value
of 1.5, whereas one for a charge moment change of 400 C km is always below
1.0. This result agrees with the conclusion stated in [Hiraki and Fukunishi, 2006].
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Figure 3.1. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek along the axis of symmetry of sprite halos
at t=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 3.0 ms, produced by +CGs associated with total
charge moment changes of (a) 400 C km, (b) 500 C km, (c) 600 C km and (d) 800 C km.
Note that the duration of the lightning current corresponding to t0 =25 µs is 1 ms (See
Section 2.3).

More importantly, if we focus on the changing patterns of reduced electric field at
higher altitudes, it can be found that a larger charge moment change relates to a
faster time relaxation process. This result follows from the fact that larger charge
moment changes enhance the conductivity σ at high altitudes and thus result in a
smaller dielectric relaxation time, or Maxwell time (τ =ε0 /σ). Our present modeling
results agree with those presented in [Qin et al., 2013], where the smaller charge
moment change shows a higher possible streamer onset altitude, since conductivity
enhancement reduces the ability of the high-altitude region(s) to initiate streamers.
On the other hand, inspired by the analyses presented by Qin et al. [2013], we know
that for large charge moment changes, such as 800 C km, reduced electric fields
lead to different sprite morphologies. For example, carrot sprites are able to initiate
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close to the center of the sprite halo in regions with reduced electric field greater
than ∼0.8 for & 2 ms; column sprites, on the other hand, may appear farther away
from the center of the halo than are the carrot sprites and need reduced electric field
to be above 0.8 for ∼1ms, or above 0.5 but below 0.8 for several milliseconds [Qin
et al., 2013]. The 2D view of the reduced electric field obtained with the present
modeling for a charge moment change of 800 C km is presented in Figure 3.2, which
shows an excellent agreement with the similar simulated results obtained by Qin
et al. [2013] and shown in Figure 3.3. Note that in this thesis we use this figure only
for model validation purposes, and detailed discussion regarding streamer initiation
and morphology is beyond the scope of this thesis, and is available in [Qin et al.,
2013].
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Figure 3.2. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek (>0.5) of a sprite halo at t=1.1, 2.4, 3.4 ms
produced by a +CG associated with QhQ =800 C km and t0 =25 µs (i.e., the same case
as that shown in Figure 3.1 (a)). The closed solid curve inside each panel surrounds a
region in which E/Ek >0.8, whereas in other regions the reduced electric field persists at
values &0.5.
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Figure 3.3. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek (>0.5) of a sprite halo at t=1.1, 2.4, 3.4 ms
produced by a +CG associated with QhQ =800 C km and t0 =25 µs. The closed solid
curve inside each panel surrounds a region in which E > 0.8Ek [Qin et al., 2013]. “We
calculate the Double-SIRs at the locations with radial distance R=0, 10, 20, and 30 km
off the axis of the sprite halo, and show them in each panel using vertical white bars. The
entire Double-SIR surrounded by the closed dashed curve in each panel is estimated based
on the calculated vertical bars. We note that the entire Double-SIR is approximately the
region where the lightning-induced electric field persists at for &2 ms, whereas in other
regions where the electric field persists at &0.5Ek , single-headed streamers can initiate
if strong inhomogeneities are present. We also note that streamers do not initiate in
the region with large lightning-induced electric field (&1.4Ek in the studied case) where
conductivity enhancement is significant due to ionization in the sprite halo (see panel
(a)).” The abbreviation “Double-SIR” stands for streamer initiation altitude range where
upward and downward propagating steamers can propagate [Qin et al., 2013].

3.1.2 Modeling of Halo Events Associated with Lightning Current Moment of Different Impulsiveness
The impulsiveness parameter of lightning current moment represents the other
important aspect that we use to validate our two-dimensional plasma fluid model.
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Figure 3.4. Reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek along the axis of symmetry of sprite halos
at t=0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 3.0 ms, produced by +CGs associated with total
charge moment changes of 400 C km (panels (a), (c)) and 800 C km (panels (b), (d)).
Panels (a) and (b) correspond to t0 =10 µs with a more impulsive lightning discharge
duration of 0.4 ms, and panels (c) and (d) are the same cases as panels (a) and (d) in
Figure 3.1. The duration of the lightning current for panels (c) and (d), corresponding to
t0 =25 µs is 1 ms (see Section 2.3).

Another study was conducted with all the parameters kept identical to those in
the previous section, except for the impulsiveness parameter of lightning current
waveform, t0 , which, we changed from 25 µs to 10 µs. Since the duration of lightning
discharge corresponding to t0 =10 µs is 0.4 ms (see equation 3.1, Figure 2.2, and
discussion in Section 2.3), it means a more impulsive lightning current moment is
employed.
Figure 3.4 demonstrates that for halos that have identical total charge moment
changes but different parameters of impulsiveness, more impulsive lightning current
moment leads to a significant enhancement in peak amplitudes of the reduced
electric field (for example, panels (a) and (c), or panels (b) and (d) in Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.5. Optical emissions of the 1PN2 band system associated with halo production
for a charge moment change of 800 C km. The durations of lightning current moments in
panels (a) and (b) are, respectively, 0.4 ms and 1.0 ms. The peak luminosity of the sprite
halo presented in panel (a) is 111 MR at the altitude of 78.3 km when t=0.4 ms, while
the peak luminosity of the one shown in panel (b) is 38 MR at the altitude of 76.9 km
when t=1.0 ms.

The similar positive correlation has been found in the optical emissions associated
with sprite halos as well. As shown in Figure 3.5, more impulsive lightning current
moments are associated with brighter halo productions. For example, the peak
luminosity of the sprite halo presented in Figure 3.5 (a) is 111 MR at the altitude of
78.3 km when t=0.4 ms, while the peak luminosity of the one shown in Figure 3.5
(b) is 38 MR at the altitude of 76.9 km when t=1.0 ms. Our results are consistent
with the ones presented in [Qin et al., 2013], where the maximum luminosities for
the two cases discussed above are, respectively, 180 MR at 78.8 km when t=0.4 ms
and 60 MR at 77.2 km at when t=1.0 ms. Negligible discrepancies between these
two simulation results could be from minor differences in setup of model parameters,
for example, choice of excitation coefficients for optical emissions, inclusion of
detachment in consideration, or exact value of mobility of ambient positive and
negative ions.
In addition to the peak value of reduced electric field and the maximum luminosity associated with sprite halos that are influenced by the impulsiveness parameter
of lightning current moment, regional conductivity enhancement at higher altitudes
could also be influenced significantly, and so could the altitude of streamer initiation
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Figure 3.6. Temporal evolution of the reduced electric field Ehalo /Ek at altitudes of 67
km, 70 km, 75 km on the axis of symmetry for sprite halo with a charge moment change
of 800 C km and t0 =10 µs (solid lines); t0 =25 µs (dashed lines).

region [Qin et al., 2013]. Although, sub-divisions of streamer initiation region are
not discussed in this thesis, using a similar approach, we examine the temporal
evolutions of the reduced electric field at three fixed altitudes of 67 km, 70 km
and 75 km, which are, respectively, related to sub-SIRs of single- or double-headed
streamers [Qin et al., 2013]. As shown in Figure 3.6, when the lightning current
moment is more impulsive but with the same magnitude of charge moment change
(solid lines in Figure 3.6), the reduced electric fields at the altitude higher than 70
km show a stronger peak but a shorter persistence, since regional enhancement
tends to shorten the dielectric relaxation time. At the same time, the reduced
electric fields below 70 km do not show obvious differences in persistence. Further
investigation regarding this effect on sprite steamer initiation could be found with
full details in [Qin et al., 2013]. The excellent consistence that our simulation
results have with previous work demonstrates the validity of our model.
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3.2 Review on Polarity Asymmetry of Sprites

Figure 3.7. Bipolar charge moment distributions for hundreds of thousands of lightning
flashes located in North America. Statistics demonstrate that of all the charge moment
changes with magnitudes large enough to produce sprite discharges, a substantial fraction
(∼10 %) shows negative polarity [Williams et al., 2007, 2012].

One of the most interesting features existing in sprite phenomenology that needs
researching is the polarity asymmetry in sprite production. Although some early and
more recent numerical modeling of sprite halos and sprite streamers suggest that the
capability of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges producing sprites is independent
of its polarity [e.g., Pasko et al. 1997, 1998; Asano et al. 2008, 2009], abundant
observations tend to demonstrate that sprites are almost exclusively produced by
+CGs. In other words, positive sprites dominate and negative sprites are remarkably
rare. This leads to an interesting discrepancy between theoretical predictions and
experimental observations. For this particular phenomenon, Williams et al. [2006,
2007, 2012] have proposed a term called “the sprite polarity paradox” that states
the dramatic differences in observational statistics of sprites, produced by positive
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and negative cloud-to-ground lighting discharges (±CGs). Global measurements
and surveys of charge moment changes [Williams et al., 2007], with Schumann
resonance methods, and region-by-region [Cummer and Lyons, 2004, 2005; Lyons
et al., 2009], indicate that of all the charge moment changes with magnitudes
large enough to produce sprite discharges, a substantial fraction (∼10%) shows
negative polarity (see Figure 3.7). However, very few sprites with well-developed
streamer structure produced by -CGs were reported over many years of ground- or
satellite-based observations. More specifically, only nine events of negative sprites
were explicitly recorded and identified in [Barrington-Leigh et al., 1999; Taylor
et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012]. As a matter of fact, the occurrence ratio of negative
sprites to positive ones is less than 1:1000 [Williams et al. 2007, 2012, and references
therein].
Williams et al. [2012] also showed an adequate amount of observations for
halos produced by -CGs, and suggested that halos might play a role of being
one of the resolutions to the sprite polarity paradox, or polarity asymmetry of
sprites, as evidence demonstrating that the sprite discharges and luminosities in
the mesosphere due to negative charge moment changes did occur, but were not
readily detectable with conventional video cameras. This conclusion agrees with
[Newsome and Inan, 2010], who find halos generated by +CGs and -CGs occur
with an almost identical frequency for a particular lightning current moment. It
has also been emphasized that impulsive lightning currents in -CGs played a fairly
important role in manifesting this particular phenomenology [Williams et al., 2012].
Qin et al. [2013] presented results that were generally consistent with ideas
of Williams et al. [2012]. In addition, Qin et al. [2011, 2012a, 2013] proposed
demonstrations related to the physical nature of sprite streamers, which previous
discussion in [Williams et al., 2012] did not include, suggesting that the dramatic
differences in the development of sprite streamers due to +CGs and -CGs would
probably be the keys to revealing the nature of the rarity for negative sprites.
The core factors for understanding the polarity asymmetry of sprites, as recently
summarized in [Pasko et al., 2013], are the following: (1) The threshold charge
moment changes of positive and negative sprites are ∼320 C km and ∼500 C
km, respectively, under typical nighttime conditions [Qin et al., 2013]; (2) The
propagation of positive steamers requires a minimum electric field which is a factor
of three lower in comparison with the negative ones; (3) Positive cloud-to-ground
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discharges produce large charge moment changes more frequently [e.g., Cummer
and Lyons, 2005; Williams et al., 2007, 2012; Lu et al., 2012]; (4) Observability of
sprites is a significant factor as streamers in sprites go through a significant growth
before they become observable [Liu et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2012a].

3.3 Similarities and Differences of Sprite Halo due to
Different Lightning Current Polarities
In order to verify the similarities and differences of sprite halos produced by lightning
discharges with different polarities, we utilized our two-dimensional plasma fluid
model and followed a similar approach as Qin et al. [2011]. The simulations of
the halos were over a 5 ms time scale, with charge moment changes of -600 C
km and +600 C km. Both considered cases employ the same initial electron
density profile with sharpness parameter β=0.5 km−1 and reference altitude h0 =
85 km. Comparisons between respective reduced electric fields, optical emissions
and electron densities were made.

3.3.1 Similarities of +CGs and -CGs in Sprite Halo Events
Figure 3.8 shows the evolution of reduced electric field, E/Ek , from the beginning
of the return stroke to 5 ms. The results were obtained by our 2D plasma fluid
model for both polarities with identical physical configurations, i.e., |QhQ |, h0 , and
β.
Figure 3.9 provides a two-dimensional view of the results obtained from our
plasma fluid model for reduced electric fields (panels (a) and (b)), optical emissions
from the first positive band system of N2 (B 3 Πg → A3 Σ+
u ) (panels (c) and (d)) and
electron densities (panels (e) and (f)) at t=1 ms in the sprite halos, produced by
the charge moment change of ±600 C km.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 clearly show that negative and positive halos appear to
be identical before 2 ms, with a slight asymmetry developing after 2 ms. These
simulation results are consistent with the ones reported in [Pasko et al., 1997;
Asano et al., 2008, 2009] and with the observations of Miyasato et al. [2002], which
show that spatiotemporal structure of sprite halo events is very similar for both
polarities.
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Figure 3.8. Evolution of reduced electric field up to 5 ms in the mesosphere induced by
a -CG and a +CG simulated by 2D model, respectively. In both cases, QhQ = 600 C
km and β=0.5 km−1 . The dashed line labeled “74.25 km” stands for the approximate
position of space charge distribution at the halo front at t=5 ms.

3.3.2 Differences of +CGs and -CGs in Sprite Halo Events
Investigation on the asymmetry between positive and negative halos is conducted
via zoomed views of electric field and electron densities over a spatial range of 75 to
85 km at t =1 ms. Figure 3.10 reveals that the negative sprite halo has a relative
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Figure 3.9. Two dimensional view of reduced electric fields (panels (a) and (b)), optical
emissions from the first positive band system of N2 (B 3 Πg → A3 Σ+
u ) (panels (c) and (d))
and electron densities (panels (e) and (f)) at t=1 ms in the sprite halos, produced by the
charge moment change of ±600 C km.

down-shift of the electron density distribution and thus gives a lower reduced
electric field. These effects are not considered strong enough to be responsible for
the polarity asymmetry of sprites at this stage of halo development, as stated in
[Qin et al., 2011].
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3.4 Conclusions
From Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, it can be concluded that in the diffuse
halo regions, there is no pronounced asymmetry showing between halos produced by
lightning discharge with the same charge moment change but of opposite polarity.
This is related to the opposite directions of electron drift in both cases. These
effects are negligible as electron drift does not significantly change electron density
on large spatial scales in high electron density regions [Qin et al., 2011]. The results
agree with previous conclusions by Pasko et al. [1997]; Hiraki and Fukunishi [2006];
Asano et al. [2008, 2009]; Qin et al. [2013], and the observations of Miyasato et al.
[2002].
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Chapter 4 |
Numerical Instability in Sprite
Halo Simulations
As briefly mentioned in Section 1.2.2, sprite halo simulations, closely related to the
study of sprite streamer inception theory, may encounter difficulties and potentially
suffer from numerical instabilities when the spatial gradient of electron densities
in the simulation domain becomes too high for the numerical scheme employed
to correctly resolve it. Such instabilities, if left unchecked, will get exponentially
accumulated in certain region(s), macroscopically causing a severe regional conductivity enhancement, which leads to significant numerical artifacts affecting physical
solutions. Therefore, a better understanding towards the characteristics and dependencies of numerical instabilities, and a development of a criterion, capable
of monitoring the simulation process, automatically identifying their appearances,
become necessary.
This chapter introduces and defines the occurrence of the numerical instabilities
observed in the simulation process. We then analyze the characteristics and
dependencies of numerical instabilities. Finally, a quantitive criterion will be
proposed to automatically identify the appearances of such instabilities.

4.1 Occurrence of Numerical Instability
The developmental stages of sprite halos are closely related to the discussion on
the inception of sprite streamers, which was interpreted by Luque and Ebert [2009]
in their modeling study as a result of the sharpening and collapse of the screening
ionization wave associated with sprite halos, when the lightning charge moment
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Figure 4.2. Simulated optical emissions show a faint halo followed by a downwardpropagating bright filament. These dynamics appear to be similar to those observed
in sprites [Cummer et al., 2006; Stenbaek-Nielsen and McHarg, 2008; Pasko, 2010; Qin
et al., 2011, 2012a,b,c, 2013]. The optical emissions are illustrated by the first positive
band of molecular nitrogen, averaged over 0.25 ms and integrated over a line of sight
perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The intensity is given in Rayleigh (R) [Luque
and Ebert, 2009].
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Figure 4.1. The simulated electron density develops from a sprite halo into primary
sprite streamer. The electron density ne on a logarithmic scale at times 2.75, 3.50 and
4.42 ms, while a positive lightning stroke creates a charge moment at a rate of 300 C km
ms−1 . The relaxation-ionization wave becomes sharper, and a sprite streamer emerges
right above the thundercloud charge. Secondary ionization waves emerge above the main
one, but they remain almost motionless [Luque and Ebert, 2009].

change was up to 1300 C km. Recently, it has been suggested, however, that
pre-existing plasma irregularities in the ionosphere make a necessary condition for
the initiation of sprite streamers [Qin et al., 2014], and that large charge moment
changes represent a necessary but not sufficient condition for the initiation of sprite
streamers [Lang et al., 2011]. As a result, the primary sprite streamer initiation
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 might essentially be a numerical instability brought
into the simulation process artificially by the particular numerical scheme.
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Figure 4.3. Numerical instabilities observed in a halo simulation associated with a
charge moment change of 1300 C km at t= 1.3 ms by the two-dimensional plasma fluid
model. The regions of numerical instabilities are outlined by rectangle as in panel (a)
and can be identified as the regions near the tip with electron densities at least 10 times
higher than its surrounding areas. The two regions circled in panel (b) have an electron
density approximately up to 1010 m−3 , while the surrounding areas have an electron
density of about 109 m−3 . Panel (c) shows that a structure with electron density higher
than 1010 m−3 starts to form and propagates downwards at t=1.47 ms.

In an attempt to reproduce the results mentioned above, we employed our
two-dimensional plasma fluid model to do simulations similar to those reported
in [Luque and Ebert, 2009], for a charge moment change of 1300 C km. The
simulation domain was discretized into 401 × 401 points, corresponding to a spatial
resolution of ∆z=∆r=225 m. We encountered an instability arising at t=1.3 ms.
As shown by rectangle in Figure 4.3 (a), the numerical instabilities can be identified
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as the regions near the tip with electron densities at least 10 times higher than
its surrounding areas. For example, the two regions circled in Figure 4.3 (b) have
an electron density approximately up to 1010 m−3 , while the surrounding areas
have an electron density of about 109 m−3 . As the accumulation of electrons grows
exponentially, local space charge electric field gets enhanced significantly and leads
to a strong ionization process that, in turn, produces even more electrons. From
Figure 4.3 (c), we see that a structure with electron density higher than 1010 m−3
starts to form and propagates downwards at t=1.47 ms. We emphasize that, as will
be discussed in the following sections, this phenomenon shows great dependencies
on the spatial resolution of a numerical scheme, always emerging at a relatively
fixed location for different charge moment changes and exhibiting morphological
features that are dependent on the polarity of lightning current moment. Therefore,
we suggest that the observation of these structures in simulations does not represent
a physical process but a numerical instability.

4.1.1 Dependence on Spatial Resolution of a Numerical Scheme
In order to analyze the dependence of the numerical instability on the spatial
resolution of the numerical scheme employed, we investigated halo simulations
associated with charge moment changes of 1300 C km, 1100 C km and 900 C
km. For each case, ambient electron and ion density profiles, lightning waveform
and all other parameters were kept the same, i.e., simulations were performed
under “typical nighttime conditions” described by reference altitude h0 =85 km
and sharpness parameter β=0.5 km−1 (see discussion in Section 2.2). For these
simulations, the impulsiveness parameter of the lightning current moment is t0 =25
µs, corresponding to a lightning duration of 1 ms (see discussion in Section 2.3).
However, instead of only discretizing the simulation domain into 401 × 401 points,
we also doubled the spatial discretization into 801 × 801 points, corresponding to a
spatial resolution of ∆r=∆z=112.5 m, and then compared the simulation results.
Results are shown in Figure 4.4. Panels (a), (c) and (e), are, respectively, the
two-dimensional views of electron density for charge moment changes of 1300 C km,
1100 C km, and 900 C km for the 401 × 401 discretization case. Panels (b), (d)
and (f) are the corresponding cases of the same charge moment changes but based
on the 801 × 801 discretization case. First, we note that the time of occurrence
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of numerical instability with different numerical schemes is not the same and is
in fact delayed when a scheme of finer spatial discretization is used. For example,
numerical instabilities were observed with the 401 × 401 discretization case for each
charge moment change at t=1.3 ms, 1.8 ms and 3.1 ms, respectively, as in panels
(a), (c) and (e) of Figure 4.4. But it was not until t=1.4 ms, 1.9 ms and 3.4 ms
that comparably similar ones were observed in the case of 801 × 801 discretization.
Second, in addition to the temporal dependence on the spatial resolution, the
numerical instability also depends on the spatial resolution in a morphological
manner. A change in the separation between the unstable regions has been noticed
and a finer spatial discretization leads to a smaller separation between the unstable
regions. For example, a separation of approximately 5.4 km was observed between
the two unstable regions with the 401 × 401 discretization case shown in panels
(a), (c) and (e) of Figure 4.4, while the separation was shortened to approximately
3.6 km when the case of 801 × 801 discretization was used, as shown in panels (b),
(d) and (f) of Figure 4.4.
Note that discrepancies in temporal and morphological features of numerical
instability happen when solutions are obtained with different spatial resolutions,
which directly demonstrates a strong dependence on the specific spatial configuration
of a numerical scheme. Since the model proposed by Luque and Ebert [2009] used a
non-uniform, dynamically adapted computational grid, with the spatial resolution
on and nearby the axis of symmetry refined to very small values, according to
the morphological dependence on spatial resolution, it is likely to result in small
distances between unstable regions. It is also a likely reason why the instabilities in
their model appeared to be on the axis of symmetry, as shown on Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
However, it is this very high degree of dependence on a particular numerical scheme
that reveals the unphysical nature of the phenomenon observed in simulations.

4.1.2 Dependence on the Magnitude of Charge Moment Changes
Further investigations indicate that not only do large charge moment changes (>800
C km) suffer from numerical instabilities, but relatively smaller cases such as 600
C km and 700 C km are also likely to be impacted, as long as the simulation is
being run long enough. Fortunately, it should be noted that as the magnitude of
charge moment change reduces, the occurrence time of numerical instability gets
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Figure 4.4. The two-dimensional view of electron density for charge moment changes of
1300 C km, 1100 C km and 900 C km obtained using simulation domain discretized into
401 × 401 points at t=1.3 ms, 1.8 ms and 3.1 ms (panels (a), (c) and (e)), and simulation
domain discretized into 801 × 801 points at t=1.4 ms, 1.9 ms and 3.4 ms (panels (b), (d)
and (f)). Delayed occurrence time of numerical instabilities and shortened separations
between morphological features within unstable regions are clearly seen.
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significantly delayed. This is because the smaller charge moment change produces
a weaker reduced electric field and thus a weaker ionization perturbation. The
resulting spatial gradient of electron density is small and it takes longer to reach
the point where the current spatial discretization cannot handle or correctly resolve
it. For example, as will be discussed in later section, Section 4.3, for a charge
moment change of 600 C km, numerical instability will occur after ∼5.5 ms. As for
charge moment changes smaller than 500 C km, the resulting spatial gradient of
electron density is inconsequential and within the resolvability of the current spatial
discretization. Therefore, we suggest that no numerical instability is expected for
charge moment changes smaller than 500 C km.
Figure 4.4 shows that the numerical instabilities for different charge moment
changes emerge at an approximately same location in the simulation domain, ∼68
km of altitude and ∼2.7 km off axis of symmetry. Therefore, if this effect existed
in real world and represented a primary sprite streamer initiation, then all of the
sprite streamers in practice should have been observed at a predictable location
around approximately the same altitude in the ionosphere. But the reality is just
the opposite: it is hard to predict a location where sprite streamers will be initiated
because often times there are both spatial and temporal offsets between the initial
streamers and the preceded halo [e.g., Wescott et al., 2001; Moudry et al., 2003]. As
a matter of fact, the horizontal position of sprite streamer can be offset laterally by
up to 50 km from its parent +CGs, directly above which sprite halos are centered.
According to a statistic record, thirteen discrete sprite streamers following three
halos showed horizontal offsets with a mean distance of 25.2 km and a standard
deviation of 18.8 km [Wescott et al., 2001]. Also considering the theory of streamer
initiation region proposed by Qin et al. [2011], a stronger conductivity enhancement
at higher altitudes due to larger charge moment change leads to a quicker relaxation
process that compromises the possibility of initiating streamers in those region(s).
In other words, a lower possible sprite streamer onset altitude is expected for a
larger charge moment change. In addition, sprite streamer observations due to
small charge moment changes of ∼200 C km [Hu et al., 2002] would not have been
possible either, had streamers needed a very strong reduced electric field to cause
the “collapse” in the ionization wave.
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4.1.3 Dependence on the Polarity of Lightning Current Moment
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Figure 4.5. The two-dimensional view of electron density for a -CG event with charge
moment change of 1800 C km, at t=2.5 ms. Instability can be expected as shown by
rectangle in panel (a). Panel (b) is a locally zoomed view, where the instability is shown
to be on the axis. For comparison purposes, the two-dimensional view for electron density
for a +CG event with charge moment change of 1800 C km, at t=0.8 ms is shown right
below in panel (c). The zoomed-in view of the numerical instatbility in this case is shown
in panel (d).

In addition to the spatial resolution of a numerical scheme and the magnitude of
a charge moment change, we found that the polarity of their parent lightning current
moment also related to the morphology of numerical instabilities and the locations
where they would emerge. In other words, simulations with all the parameters kept
the same but opposite lightning current moment polarities will exhibit numerical
instabilities with various appearances in different locations. Although, practically
speaking, negative halos tend to be more impulsive and with relatively smaller
magnitude of charge moment change, here for demonstration purposes, we studied
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Figure 4.6. The two-dimensional view of electron density for a -CG event with charge
moment change of 2000 C km, at t=1.8 ms. Instability can be expected as shown by
rectangle in panel (a). Panel (b) is a locally zoomed view, where the instability is shown
to be on the axis. For comparison purposes, the two-dimensional view for electron density
for a +CG event with charge moment change of 2000 C km, at t=0.72 ms is shown right
below in panel (c). The zoomed-in view of the numerical instability in this case is shown
in panel (d).

-CG events with charge moment changes of 1800 C km and 2000 C km as examples,
and compared the simulation results with their positive counterparts.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are the two-dimensional views of electron density for ±CGs
with charge moment changes of 1800 C km and 2000 C km, respectively, whose
panels (a) are for views of the whole picture, and panels (b) are locally zoomed views.
The results suggested that for negative halo simulations, numerical instabilities
occur on the axis of symmetry with strong electron density enhancement on the
tip, while, similarly as studies in Section 4.1.1, positive halo simulations have two
circular unstable regions symmetrical with respect to the axis and with a separation
dependent on the particular spatial resolution. Considering the different directions
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Figure 4.7. Two-dimensional view of electron density for a +CG event with change
moment change of 1300 C km, at t=1.1 ms. The radial component of reduced electric
field in this simulation was intentionally made to be zero at all times. Instability is boxed
in panel (a), and panel (b) is a locally zoomed view, where the instability emerged to be
on the axis of symmetry.

of electron drift in positive and negative cloud-to-ground events, it can be argued
that the appearances of instabilities on or off the axis of symmetry for negative
or positive charge moment changes relate to the different directions of applied
electric field. More specifically, for a -CG event, the electrons are generally drifting
downwards and towards the axis of symmetry, under local electric field, and, as
a result, electrons are more easily to be focused on the axis of symmetry. For a
+CG event, on the other hand, electrons generally drift upwards and outwards with
respect to the axis of symmetry, leading to specified focused regions, or unstable
regions, due to non-uniform distributions of mobilities of electrons, which are
determined by the non-uniformly distributed intensities of the reduced electric
field. Therefore, the occurrence of numerical instabilities could result from the
transport process of charged species in regions with steep spatial gradients. With
this in mind, we conducted another study for a +CG event with a charge moment
change of 1300 C km, where the radial component of the reduced electric filed
was intentionally kept zero at all times. It was plausible to expect that in the
absence of radial component of the reduced electric field, electrons will no longer
drift horizontally outwards with the respect to the axis of symmetry and will stay
at the originating regions with only a vertical offset. For the case with no horizontal
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drift, the accumulation of electrons grows faster than that with the presence of a
radial component of the reduced electric field. As a result, the occurrence time of
numerical instability could be expected to be earlier. As shown in Figure 4.7, the
two expectations were perfectly met and the instability emerged as expected on the
axis of symmetry at t=1.1 ms, 0.2 ms earlier than for the results shown in Figure
4.4 (a).

4.2 Quantitive Criterion of Sprite Halo Instability
As defined and discussed in Section 4.1, one significant signature for the appearance
of a numerical instability is that it is associated with electron densities at least 10
times higher than the surrounding area and cause a significant local conductivity
enhancement. Having considered that, we propose an approach calculating the
spatial gradient of electron density, with the assumption that electron density
is varying exponentially and can be approximated using corresponding e-folding
factor. To be more specific, we calculate the increase rates of logarithmic electron
density over the scale of one spatial resolution for both radial and vertical directions,
which are expected to be increasing as simulation continues within the time scale
of interest. Then we suggest a limit for the increasing spatial gradient, above
which the current numerical scheme will no longer be stable to resolve the steep
increases of electron density. The results obtained after that point will be considered
inaccurate. The spatial gradients of logarithmic electron density ne in radial and
vertical directions are calculated, respectively, as follows
1
ln[ni+1,j
] − ln[ni,j
e
e ]
=
i,j
∆r
r0

(4.1)

1
ln[nei,j+1 ] − ln[ni,j
e ]
=
i,j
∆h
h0

(4.2)

where, for convenience, quantities r0 and h0 characterize effective “e-folding” spatial
scales of electron density variation in radial and vertical directions, respectively.
The superscripts i, j and notation ∆r and ∆h represent radial and vertical grid
locations, and spatial resolutions on discretized grids in radial and vertical directions,
respectively.
Then, we rewrite equation (4.1) and equation (4.2) to be
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 ∆r 
i,j
exp
=
n
ni+1,j
e
e
r0i,j

(4.3)

 ∆h 
i,j
ni,j+1
=
n
exp
e
e
hi,j
0

(4.4)

and introduce an additional parameter

i,j
m0 = min |hi,j
0 |, |r0 |

(4.5)

which corresponds to the minimum value among all the “e-folding” spatial scales.
Since with increasing of the spatial gradients of electron density, the “e-folding”
spatial scales are reduced. We then develop an empirical quantitive criterion for
parameter “m0 ” to detect the appearances of numerical instabilities. Finally we
analyze the relations between the criterion we proposed and the spatial resolution.

4.3 Results and Conclusions
Charge moment changes from 600 C km to 1300 C km have been investigated
by our 2D plasma fluid model with simulation domain discretized into 401 × 401
points. The minimum value of “e-folding” parameter, m0 , has been found and
plotted at certain time steps. As shown in Figure 4.8, we record the points of time
at which the numerical instabilities are initiated, as well as the time when they
become visually identifiable. In addition, investigations on small charge moment
changes (500 C km, 400 C km and 300 C km) show that the minimum value
of “e-folding” parameter, m0 , never reaches either values set for identifying the
initiation or the appearance of numerical instabilities, meaning that no numerical
instability is expected in these simulations of small charge moment changes. Results
are as summarized in Table 4.1, where t1 represents the point of time when the
minimum “e-folding” parameter, m0 , is reduced to the half of the spatial resolution,
and t2 represents the time when m0 is reduced to 0.4 times smaller than the spatial
resolution.
From Table 4.1, it can be empirically concluded that when the minimum “efolding” parameter, m0 , is reduced to half of the spatial resolution, numerical
instabilities are occurring. The accumulated electrons enhance the conductivity in
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Figure 4.8. Minimum “e-folding” parameter, m0 , found for charge moment changes of
1300 C km, 1200 C km, 1100 C km, 1000 C km, 900 C km, 800 C km, 700 C km, 600 C
km, , 500 C km, 400 C km and 300 C km for up to 8 ms. The simulation domain was
discretized using 401 × 401 points.
Table 4.1. Time table documenting when numerical instabilities are initialed and become
visually identifiable.

Charge Moment Change
1300 C km
1200 C km
1100 C km
1000 C km
900 C km
800 C km
700 C km
600 C km

t1 (ms)
1.00
1.14
1.29
1.56
1.89
2.33
3.00
4.40

t2 (ms)
1.13
1.27
1.48
1.77
2.15
2.90
3.41
5.16

the unstable regions, leading to very short relaxation times (.10−9 s), and making
the behavior of the system unphysical. After this point of time, solutions obtained
should be considered inaccurate. When m0 is reduced to 0.4 times smaller than
the spatial resolution, the instabilities become visually identifiable, with electron
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Figure 4.9. Minimum “e-folding” parameter, m0 , found for charge moment changes of
1300 C km, 1200 C km, 1100 C km, 1000 C km, 900 C km, 800 C km, 700 C km and 600
C km for up to 8 ms. The simulation domain was discretized using 801 × 801 points.

density at least 10 times higher than the surrounding regions as shown in Figures
4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, as well as in Figure 4.7. We note that for small charge moment
changes, since the time needed for instability development is generally longer, it is
possible to use a smaller value of m0 to lower the sensitivity to instabilities.
We further investigated the exact same cases again by our 2D plasma fluid
model with the only variable of spatial discretization being 801 × 801 points.
According to our discussion on Section 4.1.1, we would expect a temporal delay in
the occurrence time of numerical instabilities. The results we obtained agreed with
our expectation. As shown in Figure 4.9, we record the points of time at which the
numerical instabilities are first initiated, as well as the time they become visually
identifiable. Results are shown in Table 4.2, using the same format as in Table 4.1.
To conclude, numerical instabilities we investigated show significant dependencies on spatial resolution of numerical scheme, the magnitude of charge moment
changes and the polarity of lightning current moments. The related effects can
not be interpreted as a physical phenomenon. We propose a criterion that allows
us to quantitatively detect the appearances of such instabilities. The experiments
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Table 4.2. Time table documenting when numerical instabilities are initialed and become
visually identifiable.

Charge Moment Change
1300 C km
1200 C km
1100 C km
1000 C km
900 C km
800 C km
700 C km
600 C km

t1 (ms)
1.33
1.52
1.82
2.30
2.90
3.71
5.10
8.00

t2 (ms)
1.40
1.60
1.91
2.40
3.22
4.22
5.83
8.98

conducted with models of different spatial resolutions proved that numerical instabilities could be delayed by an increase of spatial resolution. However, it is clear
from presented results that subsequent morphological features which are observed
in two models do not represent physical solutions.
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Chapter 5 |
Summary and Suggestions for
Future Research
In this chapter, a brief summary of conclusions we have presented in this thesis
is made. Suggestions on possible future topics related to sprite-halo research as a
continuation to the work presented in this thesis are also given.

5.1 Summary of the Work Presented
Transient luminous events have been drawing a lot of research attention over the
past two decades, and so have the research efforts on sprite-halo events as an
important member of this family. This thesis first introduced the phenomenology,
physical mechanism and observations of sprites. We reviewed the polarity symmetry
on halo production. Next, an existing problem for sprite halo simulation related to
a sprite streamer initiation theory was discussed, which suggested that the primary
sprite streamer initiation found in a former modeling study might be a numerical
instability artificially brought into the simulation process.
A two-dimensional plasma fluid model was developed and implemented, allowing
the flexibilities of employing various ambient electron and ion density profiles, as
well as the lightning waveforms. The developed model is capable to calculate the
optical emissions associated with sprite-halo events.
In the processes of validating our simulation model, a brief parametric study for
the model was conducted with the emphases on the halo productions associated
with charge moment changes with different magnitudes and lightning waveforms
with different impulsiveness. The results we obtained were in a good agreement
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with previous published studies and conclusions. This completed the validation of
our simulation model. Then a literature review on polarity asymmetry of sprites
was provided. Finally, similarities and differences between halo productions due to
lightning current moments of opposite polarities are examined and discussed.
Analyses on numerical instabilities were conducted from the perspective of
their dependencies on the spatial resolution of a numerical scheme, the magnitude
of charge moment changes and the polarity of lightning current moments. It is
demonstrated that when instabilities develop, the model results become unphysical.
A quantitive criterion was proposed to automatically detect the appearance of
such numerical instabilities. The approach was tested by two experiments with
different spatial resolutions. The appearance of numerical instabilities could be
delayed by an increase of spatial resolution, and it is clear from presented results
that subsequent morphological features which are observed in two models do not
represent physical solutions.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Research
It is suggested that future work starts with understanding the detailed reasons
that cause such numerical instabilities in sprite halo simulations. This should lead
to an effective method capable of eliminating the instabilities. Once a complete
simulation model of halos is finished, one should have options to research further:
simulations on structured halos can be developed and are going to help the study
on the inception theory of sprite streamers; causes of plasma irregularities can be
guided by more sophisticated plasma model with other realistic physical interactions
and chemical reactions taken into consideration.
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